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Adobo Grill Opens in Indianapolis on April 19 
—Mexican Eatery Called “Upscale, Yet Casual”— 

 
INDIANAPOLIS—Another chips-and-salsa or burrito joint, this isn’t. Indianapolis diners soon 
will be introduced to one of Chicago’s hottest eateries as Adobo Grill makes its Circle City debut 
on April 19. Located on Indy’s north side at 4939 E. 82nd St., Adobo Grill is “upscale-yet-casual” 
fine Mexican dining and combines a top shelf agave tequila bar with a unique and tasty 
collection of dishes sure to delight every palate. 
 
Under the personal direction of Chef/Partner Freddy Sanchez, Adobo Grill will feature the finest 
in authentic Mexican dining with his own, personal flair. 
 
Born in Guerrero, Mexico and raised in nearby Acapulco, Chef Freddy has refined his culinary 
skills over the past decade in popular Chicago eateries to culminate in a critically acclaimed 
selection of entrees that include recipes he learned from his mother and grandmother during his 
early childhood in Acapulco. Sanchez has been Executive Chef and Partner of Adobo Grill since 
2003. 
 
Staples such as The Adobo Margarita, exclusive tequila “flights” from a selection of 60 agave 
tequilas, fresh guacamole made tableside, and signature entrees (“Poc chuc” and “Monte Alban”) 
have been drawing rave reviews in Chicago since Adobo’s inception. But Sanchez and owner 
Paul LoDuca believe the atmosphere and service are what truly set it apart from the usual 
culinary fare. 
 
“Adobo Grill is all about the complete dining experience,” said LoDuca. “Of course we think 
you will love our food, but our reputation is staked on our great and knowledgeable service and a 
warm, inviting atmosphere. We’re excited to bring Adobo Grill to Indianapolis and introduce 
people to a Mexican restaurant unlike anything they’ve seen before.” 
 
Owned by daVINCI Group, Adobo Grill first opened in Chicago in 2000 and now has two 
Windy City locations to go with its newest venture in Indianapolis. Adobo Grill is on the Web at: 
www.adobogrill.com. 
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